
PackLayering 7.3

7.3.611.37 [Update 3]
Released on Aug 30, 2023  

Resolved issues

Fixed an issue, where the view was not being refreshed after applying a filter. Now, the view updates correctly, providing a smoother 

user experience. CIT-244  

Fixed an issue, where an error would be displayed when trying to clear the search text field in some specific conditions. CIT-288  

Fixed an issue, where read-only folders (for example c:\windows\installer ) were automatically excluded during the compacting of 

VHD files. CIT-289  ZEN-23958  

Fixed an issue, where file exclusion lists were not properly applied for items, containing environment variables (for example 

%appdata% ). CIT-292  

Fixed an issue with English context menu item (Open with…) displayed on non-English systems. RSC-720  ZEN-21385   

7.3.606.35 [Update 2]
Release on Jul 13, 2023  

Resolved issues

Fixed an issue with missing folder ProgramData after trimming the image. CIT-289  ZEN-23958  

Fixed an issue with missing Registry exclusion lists. CIT-290  ZEN-23958  

Fixed several inconsistencies in German UI. RPK-4786  

7.3.603.31 [Update 1]
Released on Mar 13, 2023  

Improvements

Added support for registry links ( REG_LINK ). CIT-273  CIT-279  ZEN-20568  ZEN-21384  ZEN-21400  ZEN-20700  

Resolved issues

Fixed a problem with the start of the exclusion wizard when RayPack is installed on a share location. CIT-280   

Fixed minor issues with editing of Registry items. CIT-283  CIT-286  ZEN-21840   

Fixed issues with opening projects from the system context menu. CIT-284  ZEN-21383  

Fixed issues with empty entries shown in the recent items after renaming product name. CIT-287  



7.3.590.29 [RTM]
Released on Dec 2, 2022  

Improvements

PackLayering now automatically detects the current system language and uses it as the default program language. CIT-277  

Added automatic clean-up of logs. CIT-274  

Resolved issues

Improved the performance and the stability of the VHD layer handling. CIT-278  CIT-273  

Fixed various issues in the file system and registry handling. CIT-275  CIT-271  CIT-169  

Fixed issues with the floating license activation. CIT-269  


